
ESSAY ON THE THEME OF LOVE IN ROMEO AND JULIET

Free Essay: The author, William Shakespeare, efficiently employs various events and characters in the play, Romeo
and Juliet, to convey that.

What revolves around that love, and the many different circumstances, trials, and tribulations that a love might
face can greatly influence the outcomes of that love. By using many different language features, such as
oxymorons, paradox, antithesis and dramatic irony, Shakespeare effectively displays Juliet's conflicting
emotions Sexual love is used in this play as comic relief between the serious parts, as an ice-breaker and to
keep the audience entertained. Fate shows itself in all life situations of a young love-couple. The author,
William Shakespeare, efficiently employs various events and characters in the play, Romeo and Juliet, to
convey that love conquers all. These two emotions interweave throughout the whole play. The essay tells you
about how Shakespeare uses language and actions to promote the themes of love and hate and contrast
throughout the play. Remind you one more time, our writers can make the best essay for you. It is observed
when Romeo discusses his depression with his cousin, Benvolio. The power that love contains works in many
different ways. In death Romeo and Juliet are united. Capulet argues with his daughter Juliet over her refusal
to marry Paris, for example. Elizabethans believed that their fate is in the stars and the prologue increases the
anticipation as it shows the way they are destined. We will find the best essay creator for you who will manage
this question. But the connection between love and violence requires further investigation. Othello, because of
his jealous rage, murders wife who he later finds to be innocent. The importance of honor, for example, time
and again results in brawls that disturb the public peace. Throughout this essay, I aim to evaluate and examine
the way the idea of romantic love is presented in Romeo and Juliet and a selection of poetry. The most
significant themes Shakespeare develops over the course of the play are fate, hatred and violence, and love.
What happens if Romeo meets a girl more beautiful and attractive than Juliet? This case puts the reason why
Romeo abandons the thoughts about Rosaline as soon as he meets Juliet. At the start of the play we witness
the death of Mercutio. Furthermore, the idea of conflict is emphasized further when placed in juxtaposition
with its antithesis theme love. West Side Story, a musical by Leonard Bornstein based on Shakespeare 's
Romeo and Juliet parallels a love story of two star-crossed lovers. When you care so deeply about something
and sacrifice so much just so that it can happen, but despite it all, ends in ruins. This is clearly shown at the
end of Act 3 Scene 2 when Juliet receives the news that Romeo has been banished and Tybalt has been killed.
The play focuses on romantic love, specifically the intense passion that springs up at first sight between
Romeo and Juliet. Samuel Pepys was an English administrator and Member of Parliament, he wrote in his
diary that it was the worst play he had heard in his life. Their deaths reconciled two hostile families. Presented
are a plethora of variations of love including family love, true love and courtly love. Young Romeo then tells
Frair Lawrence that he is certain he loves Juliet. This means that Capulet, as a concerned father thinks those
who get married too young could end up being hurt, and if Juliet does not choose Paris as the one she loves, he
should love her anyway. Immature love says: 'I love you because I need you. The double suicide was what
ended the conflict between the two feuding families and showed how love is the source of all or most of the
violence that occurs in The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. To the start of the play Romeo is talking of how his
love has been 'vexed' he describes love as being a 'wise madness' a 'deadly poison' and a 'healing medicine'. I
am going to look at the different types of love and hate which some characters show towards other characters.
The passionate love between Romeo and Juliet is linked from the moment of its inception with death: Tybalt
notices that Romeo has crashed the feast and determines to kill him just as Romeo catches sight of Juliet and
falls instantly in love with her. But later he falls in love with Juliet. Romeo and Juliets love is different from
everyone elses thoughts. For the majority of the story Romeo lives in unreal world.


